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This volume explores a pivotal period in European history, the ‘long’ nineteenth century.
Politeness scholars have suggested that the nineteenth century heralds a significant transition
in the meanings and realisations of politeness, between the Ancien Régime and the
contemporary period, with the rise of the middle classes as economic, political, social and
cultural actors. The central innovation of this volume consists in its use of a wide range of
politeness metasources — grammar books, schoolbooks, conduct books, etiquette books, and
letter-writing manuals — to access social norms. This interdisciplinary approach, which draws
on historical linguistics, argumentation theory, appraisal theory and literary stylistics, is applied
to a wide range of languages: English, including Scottish and business English, Italian,
Spanish, West and South Slavic languages. As a highly coherent collection of innovative
research papers, the volume will be welcomed by researchers of (im)politeness, pragmatics
and sociolinguistics, both from a historical and contemporary perspective.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Image
and Video Retrieval, CIVR 2004, held in Dublin, Ireland in July 2004. The 31 revised full
papers and 44 poster papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 125
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on image annotation and user
searching, image and video retrieval algorithms, person and event identification for retrieval,
content-based image and video retrieval, and user perspectives.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Cryptology and Network Security, CANS 2012, held in Darmstadt, Germany, in December
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2012. The 22 revised full papers, presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 99
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on cryptanalysis; network security;
cryptographic protocols; encryption; and s-box theory.
? ??????:???? ??????: ??? ??? ??????????????????? ?????????????????: ????????? ?
??????????? ?????????????? ????????? ????????????? ??????????????????, ?????????
????? ?????? ? ??????? ?????????, ????? ?????????? ?? ?? ???????????? ?
???????????.??????????? Sony Handycam FDR-AX100E: 4? ????????? ???????????
????????? ???? ???????? Sony ????????? ??????????? ??????? 4?, ???????????? ??
???????? ??????????. ???????????? ??. ??? ??? ??????????!?????? ? ????????????????
Sony MDR-1000X: ? ??????? ? ???? ? ?????????????? Sony ???????? ? ?????? ???? ?????
???????????? ???????? ? ???????? ???????????????. ??? ?? ??? ?????????????????
?????????? Zalman ZM-K900M: ???? ? ???????? ???????? Zalman ???? ????????? ?????? ??
??, ????? ?????? ???? ??????? ??????????. ? ???? ?????? ????? ???????????? ?????????
??????? ? ?? ????????? ????.?????? ??? ?????? ? ????????????? ????? ??? ?????? ?????
????????. ? ????????????? ????? ???? ??? ???? ????? ???? ???????.Battlefield 1: ?????
??????? ?? ????????????? ???????? ?? ?????? XXI ???? ? ????????? ? ?????? XX: ????? ??
??? ???? ???????? ?????? ??????
Focuses on the use of a digital camera and the peripheral devices that go along with the art.
This work covers scanning, manipulation and artistic effects, and aims to help users make
most of their digital camera. It includes topics such as taking photos, scanning and storage,
printing and sharing budget considerations, and choosing a camera.
? ??????:???? ??????: ????????? ?????.Appleworld. 802.11ac: ????????? ???????????????
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Wi-Fi? ???? Apple ??? ?? ??????????? ???????? 802.11ac ???? ?????? ????????????
?????.?????? ? ????????. ????????? «?????????»???????????? ?????????? ??????????.?? ?
????????. 5 ????? ? ???????????? Wi-Fi?????????? Wi-Fi ? ???????? ??????? ???????????.
?? ?? ????? ????????? ? ? ????????? ??????????? ???????????? ???????????? ?????. ??
??????????? ???????? ????? ?? ?????? ? ????????, ????? ??????? ?????? ????? ??????????
???????? ???? ????.????. World of Warplanes – ???? ???????? ????, ??? ????????
??????????? ? ????????? ?????, World of Warplanes ?? ??????, ?? ???????????! ?????? ??
??? ???????? «???????????» ???????? «????????»... ??????? «??????? ???? ? ???»,
???????????? ????? ???????????, ????? ??????, ?????? ?????? ?????????????
?????????.????????. ?????? ?? ??, ?? ? ??????????? ???????????? ?????? ?????????
???????? ??????, ??????? ???????? ?????? ? ???????????? ????? ? ??????????,
????????????? ? ???. ???, ?? ???????, ??? ??????? ????????? ????? ??????? ?????
?????????? Win 8.1, ? ????? ??? ????????? ????????????????? ?????? ???????? ??
???????.? ?????? ??????
? ???????? ??????????? ???????? ????????? ?????????? ? ??????????? ???????
?????????????? ???????. ??????? ??????? ???????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????????
??????. ?????????? ???????????? ??????????? ????????? ?????????????? ??????????,
?????? ? ???????. ????????? ??????????? ?????? ?????? ? ????????????????? ????????????
??????????. ??????????? ???????? ????????, ?????? ? ?????? ????????????????. ?????
????????????? ??? ????????? ??????????? ?????, ????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ?
?????? ?????????? «???????????», ??? ?????????????????? ???????, ??? ??????????
??????? ??????? ?????????, ?????????? ??????? ????????? ???????????? ? ??? ???,
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????????? ???????? ?????????????? ??????? ??????????????. ?????? ??????? ????????
????????? ????????? ? ???????????? ? ??????????? ????????? ? ??????? ?????????? ?
??????????? ???????, ? ????????? ? ????? ??????????? ?????? ? Microsoft Windows 7 ?
Office 2010. ????????????? ????????????? ??????????? ? ????? ?????????? ????????? ?
???????? ???????? ??????? ??? ????????? ?????? ??????????? ??????? ?????????.

? ??????? ? ????????? ? ????????? ????? ?????????? ???????? ?? ????????? ?????
???????????, ????????? ??????? ? ?????.??????? ?????? ?????? ????????????????
??? ?????????? ? ??????, ????????? ?????? ???????? ? ?????????????? ????????, ?
????? ? ?????????.
Tired of spending more time with filing cabinets than with clients? Is overhead eating up
margins? Now, two leading financial planners and columnists deliver the help advisers
have been begging for. Virtual-Office Tools for a High-Margin Practice is a nontechnical
trove of technology, clever workarounds, and procedural efficiencies tailored to help
financial advisers move toward a paperless office, while still complying with SEC recordkeeping requirements. The authors show planners how to reduce the amount of
paperwork in their offices by 99 percent, slash overhead, and find anything they need in
one minute or less by adapting innovative software tools and shifting from on-site
employees to remote assistants and virtual work partners. Until now, creative ways of
working this smart were hard to come by. With this book, they are available, ready to
go, and easy to implement.
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? ??????:???? ??????: ???????? «????????????».???????????? ???????
????????????????, ?????? ???????????? ????? ? ????? ????????? ??????????
???????. ?? ??????? ???????????? ?? ?????? ?????????? – ??? ????????????
???????????? ?? ??? ?????? ???????? ????????? – ???? ?? ???, ?? ????? ????? ???
????????.? ??????. Windows ????????????: ????????? 10-? ??????????? Windows 10
Technical Preview.?????? ? ????????. ??????????: ???????????
???????????????????????? ???????????? ????????????????? ?????????.?? ?
???????. ?? ?? ???? ?? Android? ????????, ?? ?????? ?? ? ??????? ???????????
???????????? ??????? Android ???????? ????? ????????? ??????????, ????????? ?
?????? ???????????? ????????? ? ?????????? ????????. ? ?????? ??? ????????? ? ??
????? ??. ???????? Acer, HP ? Lenovo ????????? ??? ?????????? ?????? ?????????,
?? ??????? ??????????? Android.????????. ?????? ?? ??, ?? ? ???????????
?????????????????????. ???? ?????????? ? ????????????? ?????? ??????
Contained in the item are "36 heliotype plates with photographs of mug shots of
criminals (204), and two plates; one of Inspector Byrnes, and the second a tableau of a
criminal being held for his picture."--Hanson Collection catalog, p. 85
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-workshop-proceedings of the 4th
International Workshop on Camera-Based Document Analysis and Recognition,
CBDAR 2011, held in Beijing, China, in September 2011. The 13 revised full papers
presented were carefully selected during a second round of reviewing and improvement
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from numerous original submissions. Intended to give a snapshot of the state-of-the-art
research in the field of camera based document analysis and recognition, the papers
are organized in topical sections on text detection and recognition in scene images,
camera-based systems, and datasets and evaluation.
- Exploit the significant power of design patterns and make better design decisions with
the proven POAD methodology - Improve software quality and reliability while reducing
costs and maintenance efforts - Practical case studies and illustrative examples help
the reader manage the complexity of software development
"After years of battling with a school system that did not understand his dyslexia and
the shame that accompanied it, renowned activist and entrepreneur Ben Foss is not
only open about his dyslexia, he is proud of it. In "The Dyslexia Empowerment Plan" he
shares his personal triumphs and failures so that you can learn from his experiences,
and provides a three-step approach for success"--

The story of one of the most recognisable and successful players in world
football. Didier Drogba is renowned for his heading ability, sharp shooting and
sheer strength. He has played for his native Ivory Coast and for clubs in France,
China and Turkey, but it is as a Chelsea striker that he is best known. His feats
with Chelsea have made him a cult hero among supporters. In Didier Drogba's
honest and revealing autobiography he will talk about life as an immigrant in
Paris, the importance of his education and how finding success later than most
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professional footballers has kept him grounded. In 2012 Didier was voted
Chelsea's greatest ever player. He talks from a privileged behind-the-scenes
position about tactics and how he felt mentally and physically as well as
anecdotes from the dressing room. Didier provides unique insight into important
and controversial matches from the first trophy he won with them in 2005 to the
Premier League title a decade later; as well as what persuaded him to stay when
he was at his lowest ebb. Away from football Drogba has been widely applauded
for his involvement in trying to broker peace in the Ivorian civil war - he is a UN
Goodwill Ambassador and does a huge amount of work with the Didier Drogba
Foundation - Time magazine named him one of the world's 100 most influential
people. Go behind the scenes at Stamford Bridge and find out about life on and
off the field for this humble Chelsea hero.
This volume presents the proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns (CAIP 2005). This conference - ries
started about 20 years ago in Berlin. Initially, the conference served as a forum
for meetings between scientists from Western and Eastern-block co- tries.
Nowadays, the conference attracts participants from all over the world. The
conference gives equal weight to posters and oral presentations, and the
selected presentation mode is based on the most appropriate communication
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medium. The program follows a single-track format, rather than parallel s- sions.
Non-overlapping oral and poster sessions ensure that all attendees have the
opportunity to interact personally with presenters. As for the numbers, we
received a total of 185 submissions. All papers were reviewed by two to four
members of the Program Committee. The ?nal selection was carried out by the
Conference Chairs. Out of the 185 papers, 65 were - lected for oral presentation
and 43 as posters. CAIP is becoming well recognized internationally, and this
year’s presentations came from 26 di?erent countries. South Korea proved to be
the most active scienti?cally with a total of 16 - cepted papers. At this point, we
wish to thank the Program Committee and additional referees for their timely and
high-quality reviews. The paper s- mission and review procedure was carried out
electronically. We also thank the invited speakers Reinhardt Koch and Thomas
Vetter for kindly accepting to present invited papers.
This proceedings volume contains selected papers that were presented in the 3rd
International Symposium on Big data and Cloud Computing Challenges, 2016
held at VIT University, India on March 10 and 11. New research issues,
challenges and opportunities shaping the future agenda in the field of Big Data
and Cloud Computing are identified and presented throughout the book, which is
intended for researchers, scholars, students, software developers and
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practitioners working at the forefront in their field. This book acts as a platform for
exchanging ideas, setting questions for discussion, and sharing the experience in
Big Data and Cloud Computing domain.?
It was an honor and a pleasure to organizethe 13th International Conference on
Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns (CAIP 2009) in Mu ?nster, Germany.
CAIP has been held biennially since 1985: Berlin (1985), Wismar (1987), Leipzig
(1989), Dresden (1991), Budapest (1993), Prague (1995), Kiel (1997), Ljubljana
(1999), Warsaw (2001), Groningen (2003), Paris (2005), and Vienna (2007).
Initially, this conference series served as a forum for getting together sentistsfromEastandWestEurope.Nowadays,CAIPenjoysahighinternational
visibility and attracts participants from all over the world. For CAIP 2009 we
received a record number of 405 submissions. All papers were reviewed by two,
and in most cases, three reviewers. Finally, 148 papers were selected for
presentation at the conference, resulting in an acceptance rate of 36%. All
Program Committee members and additional reviewers listed here deserve a
great thanks for their timely and competent reviews. The accepted papers were
presented either as oral presentations or posters in a single-track program.In
addition, wewereveryhappyto haveAljoscha Smolicand David G.
Storkasourinvitedspeakerstopresenttheirworkintwofascinatingareas.With this
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scienti?c program we hope to continue the tradition of CAIP in providing a forum
for scienti?c exchange at a high quality level. A successful conference like CAIP
2009 would not be possible without the support of many institutions and people.
First of all, we like to thank all the authors of submitted papers and the invited
speakers for their contributions. The Steering Committee members were always
there when advice was needed.
In “a brilliant antidote to all the…false narratives about pot” (American Thinker),
an award-winning author and former New York Times reporter reveals the link
between teenage marijuana use and mental illness, and a hidden epidemic of
violence caused by the drug—facts the media have ignored as the United States
rushes to legalize cannabis. Recreational marijuana is now legal in nine states.
Advocates argue cannabis can help everyone from veterans to cancer sufferers.
But legalization has been built on myths—that marijuana arrests fill prisons; that
most doctors want to use cannabis as medicine; that it can somehow stem the
opiate epidemic; that it is beneficial for mental health. In this meticulously
reported book, Alex Berenson, a former New York Times reporter, explodes
those myths, explaining that almost no one is in prison for marijuana; a tiny
fraction of doctors write most authorizations for medical marijuana, mostly for
people who have already used; and marijuana use is linked to opiate and cocaine
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use. Most of all, THC—the chemical in marijuana responsible for the drug’s
high—can cause psychotic episodes. “Alex Berenson has a reporter’s tenacity, a
novelist’s imagination, and an outsider’s knack for asking intemperate
questions” (Malcolm Gladwell, The New Yorker), as he ranges from the London
institute that is home to the scientists who helped prove the cannabis-psychosis
link to the Colorado prison where a man now serves a thirty-year sentence after
eating a THC-laced candy bar and killing his wife. He sticks to the facts, and they
are devastating. With the US already gripped by one drug epidemic, Tell Your
Children is a “well-written treatise” (Publishers Weekly) that “takes a
sledgehammer to the promised benefits of marijuana legalization, and cannabis
enthusiasts are not going to like it one bit” (Mother Jones).
«??????-??????» (www.b-mag.ru) – ????? ???????? ????????????? ???????
???????, ???????????? ????????????????, ??????????? ????????????? ? ????????????? ????????. ??????? ?????????? ? ????? ??? 20 ???????? ??????
????? ??????? ????? 100 ????? ???????????. ?????? ???????? ????????
????????? ??? ?????? ??????????????????? ??????, ??? ???????????????
?????????? ? ?????? ??????? ????????? ? ????????????? ???????????
??????????????, ?????????? ? ????????????? ????????????. ????????
???????? ???????? ??????? ???????????, ????????????? ???????????? ???????
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??????? ??????? ? ??????.
«?????» – ??? ????????? ?????? ??? ???, ??? ???????? ??????? ????????????
????????????. ??? ???, ??? ????? ??????????? ? IT ??? ?????? ???? ?? ??????.
? ?????? ??????: ????????? HOWTO, ???????????? ????????? ?? ?????????? ?
?????????????????, ???????? ? ??????????? ??????, ?????????
??????????????? ???????? ? ????????? IT-????????, ?, ???????, ??????????
?????? ? ????????? ? ?????????????? ????????????. ?? ????????? ???????
????? ? ???????????? ?????????, ???????????, ??? ?? ????? ????????????
??????????????. ??? ???? ???????? ?????????, ???? ?????????? ??????? ???, –
??? ?????. ? ??????? ??? ???????? ?? ? ??????, ?? ? ????.? ??????:????? ?????
DIY?????? ????????? 3D-????????? ??? ?? ???????, ?? ??? ????
??????????????????? ??? ????????????? ????????-????????, ???????? ?????
?? ??????????????? ???????? ? ???????V-USB – ??????????? ?????????? USB
??? AVR????? ?? ????????? ?????? ? ??????? ??????????????? ????? ??????
?????? ?????? ? ???????X-Tools7 ?????? ??? ??????????????
???????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????? ? protobuf?????????
???????????????????? Wi-Fi HotSpot ? ?????????????? ?????????? Captive
Portal? ?????? ??????
Computerworld ?????? – ??????? ????????????? ????????????, ???????????
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?????????????? ???????????. ? ??????? ?? ??????? ????? ????????? ???????
??-????????? ? ?????? ? ? ????, ????????? ? ????? ???????????.?
??????:??????? ???????????? ? ????? ??????? ??????, ???????? ? ???????
?????????????? ??????????, ??? ????????????, ??? ? ??????? ?????????
????????. ?????????? ????????, ?????????? ?? ???????? ???????, ??????????
????????????????? ? ????????????, ????????????? ?????????? (???
?????????? ????????? ??????????????), ????? ???? ???????? ??????????
???????, ??????? (?????? ??? ????? ????? ? ??????????, ??? ? ?????????
«????????????» ??????), ?????????? ? ?????????? ???????????? ??????? ?
??????????? ? ????? ???????? ??????, ? ??????????? ???????????? ??????
???????????, ?? «???????» ? ????????? ? ?. ?. ? ????? ?????????????
??????????? ??????????????? ?????????, ??????? ?????-???? ??????????
??????? ?????? ???????? – ?? ????? ? ???????? ???????? ?? ?????????
?????????? ?????? ??????? ? ?????????. Computerworld ?????? ????????? ?
????? ??????? ????????????, ?????????? ?? ????? ????????????? ???????,
????? ????????? ??????? ????????? ??? ? ?????????????? ?????????????
??????? ? ?? ???????????.?????? ?????????????????? ?????????? ?????
????????? Microsoft, ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ?????????? ???????? ????
? ???????? ?????????? ?????????, ??? ?????, ??????? ????????? Microsoft ?
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?????? ??????? ???????????.???????? ? ?????? ?????????Intel Capital
??????????? 10 ??? ????. ? ???????? ??????? «????? ???????», ??? ????????
????????????? ??? ????????? ?????? «????? ???????» ?? ?????? ??
??????????? ????? ???????? ??????-??????????.«????????» ??????? IntelIntel
??????????? ????? ??????????? ????, ??????? ?????? ????????
????????????????? ?????? ??????????, ????????? ? ??????????? ???????????
?? ??????? ?? ???? ?????????? ??????????? ??????? ?? 40%.? Office 365
???????? ??????-??????????? ??????-?????? Microsoft – Power BI, ???????? ?
????? ??????? ?????????? ? ???????????????? ??????? Office 365, ?????????
????????????? ?????? ? ???????? ???????????? ??????????.??? ?????? ?
«????????????»?????????? ?????????? ????? ????? ?????????? ????????????
??????????? ?????? «???????» ERP-???????, ?????? ?????? ???? ?????????
????? ???? ?????? ?????????????. ??? ?? ?? ????????? ???? ????????? ??????
??????
The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised
for the new 2012 exam topics Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+
certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete,
up-to-date coverage of CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find
learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice exam
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questions, and in-depth explanations. Prepare for the exams with confidence!
McGraw-Hill is a Gold-Level CompTIA Authorized Partner offering Authorized
CompTIA Approved Quality Content to give you the competitive edge on exam
day. This comprehensive guide also serves as an essential on-the-job reference
after certification. Covers all exam objectives, including how to: Work with CPUs,
RAM, BIOS settings, motherboards, power supplies, and other PC components
Install, configure, and troubleshoot hard drives Manage input devices and
removable media Install, upgrade, and troubleshoot Windows XP, Windows
Vista, and Windows 7 Troubleshoot all common PC problems Install video and
multimedia cards Work with smartphones, tablets, and other mobile devices
Install and configure wired and wireless networks Connect to the Internet Protect
your PC and your network Install, configure, and manage printers Work with
virtualization technologies Understand safety and environmental issues
Electronic content includes: Practice exams for 801 & 802 with hundreds of
questions More than one hour of free video training from Mike Meyers A
collection of Mike’s latest favorite shareware and freeware PC tools and utilities
Adobe Digital Edition eBook—free download (subject to Adobe's system
requirements)
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based,
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independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry
analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get
more from technology.
Digital Tools for Qualitative Research shows how the research process in its
entirety can be supported by technology tools in ways that can save time and add
robustness and depth to qualitative work. It addresses the use of a variety of
tools (many of which may already be familiar to you) to support every phase of
the research process, providing practical case studies taken from real world
research. The text shows you how to select and use technology tools to: engage
in reflexivity collaborate with other researchers and stakeholders manage your
project do your literature review generate and manage your data transcribe and
analyse textual, audio and visual data and represent and share your findings.
The book also considers important ethical issues surrounding the use of various
technologies in each chapter. On the companion website, you'll find lots of
additional resources including video tutorials and activities. Whether you're a
novice or expert social researcher, this book will inspire you to think creatively
about how to approach your research project and get the most out of the huge
range of tools available to you. Available with Perusall—an eBook that makes it
easier to prepare for class Perusall is an award-winning eBook platform featuring
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social annotation tools that allow students and instructors to collaboratively mark
up and discuss their SAGE textbook. Backed by research and supported by
technological innovations developed at Harvard University, this process of
learning through collaborative annotation keeps your students engaged and
makes teaching easier and more effective. Learn more.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Applied Cryptography and Network Security, ACNS 2012, held in
Singapore, in June 2012. The 33 revised full papers included in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 192 submissions. They are organized in
topical sessions on authentication, key management, block ciphers, identitybased cryptography, cryptographic primitives, cryptanalysis, side channel
attacks, network security, Web security, security and privacy in social networks,
security and privacy in RFID systems, security and privacy in cloud systems, and
security and privacy in smart grids.
?????????? ???????????? ??? ?????????? ???????? ? ??? ??
???????????.??????? ???????? ????????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ????
?????, ??????????? ?????????, ? ????? ????????????? ??????? ? ????? ???. ?
????? ??????????? ?????????? ??????.??????? ????? ??????? ????????
???????????, ??? ??? ???? ??????????? ?????????? ???????????? ???????
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??????? ? ?????????? ? ????????.
The two-volume set LNCS 7382 and 7383 constiutes the refereed proceedings of
the 13th International Conference on Computers Helping People with Special
Needs, ICCHP 2012, held in Linz, Austria, in July 2012. The 147 revised full
papers and 42 short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 364
submissions. The papers included in the first volume are organized in the
following topical sections: universal learning design; putting the disabled student
in charge: user focused technology in education; access to mathematics and
science; policy and service provision; creative design for inclusion, virtual user
models for designing and using inclusive products; web accessibility in advanced
technologies, website accessibility metrics; entertainment software accessibility;
document and media accessibility; inclusion by accessible social media; a new
era for document accessibility: understanding, managing and implementing the
ISO standard PDF/UA; and human-computer interaction and usability for elderly.
Computational Intelligence for Multimedia Big Data on the Cloud with
Engineering Applications covers timely topics, including the neural network (NN),
particle swarm optimization (PSO), evolutionary algorithm (GA), fuzzy sets (FS)
and rough sets (RS), etc. Furthermore, the book highlights recent research on
representative techniques to elaborate how a data-centric system formed a
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powerful platform for the processing of cloud hosted multimedia big data and how
it could be analyzed, processed and characterized by CI. The book also provides
a view on how techniques in CI can offer solutions in modeling, relationship
pattern recognition, clustering and other problems in bioengineering. It is written
for domain experts and developers who want to understand and explore the
application of computational intelligence aspects (opportunities and challenges)
for design and development of a data-centric system in the context of multimedia
cloud, big data era and its related applications, such as smarter healthcare,
homeland security, traffic control trading analysis and telecom, etc. Researchers
and PhD students exploring the significance of data centric systems in the next
paradigm of computing will find this book extremely useful. Presents a brief
overview of computational intelligence paradigms and its significant role in
application domains Illustrates the state-of-the-art and recent developments in
the new theories and applications of CI approaches Familiarizes the reader with
computational intelligence concepts and technologies that are successfully used
in the implementation of cloud-centric multimedia services in massive data
processing Provides new advances in the fields of CI for bio-engineering
application
? ??????:???? ??????: ?????????? ????????????? ????: ???????????? ????????
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?? ????????? ?????????????? – ????? ?????? ?? ????? ????: ??? ????? ???? ???
??????, ??? ? ??????. ??????????, ????? ????? ?? ? ???? ?????? ??????
????????? ???? ?? ???? ? ??????????. ?? ? «???? ??» ???????? ????????
??????? ???????? ? ???????, ????????? ?????????? ???????????? ????? ?
????.?????? ? ????????.AMD Radeon RX 470: ???????? ??????????? ????? ?
??????? ?????????????? Radeon RX 470 ?? ????????? ??????????? ??????, ???
???? ????? ?????????? ???????????? ????? RX 480.Samsung Galaxy Note 7:
???????? ? ????????????? Samsung ????????? ??????????? ?????? ?????? ??
????? ??????? ??? ???? ??????????, ???? ??????? ? ??????????? ??????????
???????? ?????????.????? ?? ????????? Windows? 10 ??????, ??????? ?????
????? ? Windows 10 Anniversary Update?????????, ??????? Microsoft ?????? ?
???????????? ?????? ???? ???????, ????????????? ??????????? ????????.?? ?
???????.????? ?????? Kaspersky Internet Security: ???????????? ?????? ???
?????? ??????? ?????? ?? ??? ?????? ?? ?? ??????? ???????? ????????
????????????????? ???????????? ?????????????? ?? ? ?????????? ???????????
? ?????????.????.Gamescom 2016: ??????? VR ? ??????? ??????????? ??????
???????? ??????? ? ?????? ?????? ?????????? ??????? ???????? ???????? –
Gamescom 2016. ?? ????? ?? ?????????? ??????????? ???????? ??elnmesse
c??? ?????? ????????????? ???????? ?? ???? ??????.Deus Ex: Mankind Divided.
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??? ?? ?????? ?????????????????? ????? Deus Ex ? 2011 ?. ???? ????? ??
????? ????? ??????? ???? ???????. ?????? ???? ??? ???????????? ???????????
??????????? ??? ????? ??????????, ? ??? ???????? ??????????? ?? ???????. ?
??????? ??-???????? ????????.? ?????? ??????
? ??????:???? ??????: ??????? ???????????????? ?????????: ?????????? ?
???????? ???????? ???????? ????????? ???????????? ???, ?? ????????
????????? ??????????, ???????? ??????? ?????????. ?????????? ????? ?????
?????????.??????? ???? Logitech G900 Chaos Spectrum: ???????
?????????????? Logitech ??????? ?????? ?????????? – ? ?? ????????? ????
????????? ???????????? ??????? ????, ??????? ?? ? ????????? ?? ?
????.?????? ? ????????ASUS Zenfone 3 Ultra: ???????? ?????? ? ???????
?????????? ???????, ??? iPhone 7 Plus ???????? ????????? ?????????
???????? ????? ? ????? ? ??? ??? ??? ?????? ???????: ? ??? ?? ????????????
?????? ?????? ASUS Zenfone 3 Ultra ? ??????? ?????????? 6,8 ?????.ASUS
ZenBook 3: ????? MacBook ? ???????? ??????? ????????????? ASUS
?????????? ????? ?? ?????? ???? MacBook ? ????????? ????? ?? ???????, ?? ??
???? Windows 10. ?????????, ??? ? ??? ??????????.?? ? ????????????
?????????? SkyGuru: ???? ?????? ??????????????????? SkyGuru ??????
?????? ????? ??????? ????? ?????????? ??????.????Battlefield 1, Titanfall 2,
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Mafia 3 ? Gears of War 4: ????? ???????? ? ?????????????? – ??? ??????, ???
?? ??? ??? ?????? ??????. ??????? ??????? – ?????? ?? ??????. ??? ??? ?????,
?? ? ??????? ??? ???? ????????? ????? ?????.? ?????? ??????
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